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  ERF prioritizes support for the 
disabled  
 
 
  

“I also earn a living now,” exclaimed a jubilant Sher Mohammad who shared his achievement.  
Residing in Ghulam Hussain Brohi, a small village in Jacobabad District, 26-year-old Sher 
Mohammad was left deaf with verbal impairment and physical disabilities due to polio at a 
very young age. Although very intelligent, Sher was unable to undertake any gainful activity 
that would contribute towards the family income. Sher’s younger brother and sister were also 
affected by polio and both are dependent on their father for support. 

Jacobabad is one of the districts in Sindh Province that has been affected by recurring floods 
in the previous four years, leaving a barely functioning local infrastructure. It has a very high 

maternal and child mortality rate. 
The major source of income is 
agriculture which has been 
significantly affected by the 
recurring floods. This has 
resulted in dwindling livelihoods. 
Sher’s father is one of the farmers 
who struggle to make ends meet 
in the current circumstances.  

CFW and CCG projects 
implemented by ACTED in the 
district have helped many 
households revive their 
livelihoods. CFW activities were 
designed differently for men 
(rehabilitation of community 
scheme) and women (kitchen 
gardening). The beneficiaries 

were selected through an assessment carried out by ACTED to identify the most vulnerable 
families and to assist them in rehabilitating their lives. This assessment helped ACTED 
consider the needs of the most vulnerable groups in the community, such as people with 
disabilities who were unable to take part in the CFW activities. Through CCG activities, the 
beneficiaries were free to choose any income-generation activity that suits their condition. 

Sher Muhammad’s family was selected for the CCG assistance for an amount of PKR25,200 
($255). Sher invested the cash grant by buying a children’s swing for PKR20,000 which he 
takes around to schools and public parks. The swing has created a regular income stream 
for Sher who earns a daily income of around PKR300 to PKR500. This has dramatically 
changed his life. Earlier, Sher was totally dependent on his family's meagre resources. Now 
he is a big contributor to the family’s income. He is now able to earn respect from his family 
as he is able to contribute to their needs.  

 “I am proud of finally being able to help my old father in looking after my family,” said a 
smiling Sher Mohammad with a tone of confidence as he talked about his newly acquired 
swing. This swing represents not only a source of income but also dignity and respect. 

Like Sher, there are hundreds of individuals from marginalized families who have benefitted 
from such interventions supported by ERF. 
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Sher Muhammad narrates his story of change from being a 
dependant to a contributing source of family income. Photo: 
OCHA 


